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1. One of my most powerful and painful memories from university was an ache I sometimes 

felt—right here in the center of my chest. I felt it when I’d walk into the campus center—and 
see a couple snuggled up on a couch studying together. I’d feel it when I was working the   
5 PM to 1 AM shift—and knew that the Christmas Carol and Candlelight service on campus 
would be filled with my friends—who were there with their significant others. That pain is 
called—loneliness—and I’ll bet most of you have felt it!  

 
-And there was another powerful feeling that also traveled with me through university that 
I’ll bet you can relate to.  It’s called sexual desire!  I’m not going to go into any detail on 
that one, okay! None! Zip! Nada! 
 
-Here’s what I know from research and personal experience; the need love and be loved 
and sexual desire are two of the most powerful drives we experience as humans.  
They’re basic, crude at times—and demand to be satisfied!  And these two desires drive  
the worship of what I’ll call the little ‘g’ god of LUV.   
 
a. The difference between luv and love is that luv is driven by chemicals and I need… 

Real love, as Jesus and his followers described it is a beautiful and selfless thing.  
Remember what we’ve said so far? Little ‘g’ gods take—and turn us into takers.  
God gives and turns us into givers.  

  
 -LUV—is what you see in a lot of movies and music, and it’s offered every moment of 

every day on Instagram, hook-up websites, Craig’s list, Facebook, Tic-Tok—and way 
too many websites ranges from cute--to raw—to just wrong.  In the darker end of the 
spectrum, it could be called mating.   

 
-The really, really sad thing is that what luv promises –to end the pain of aloneness--
it almost never delivers.  In fact, it can leave people feeling more alone, more 
undesirable and more broken.   
 

b. Here’s what I know; this pain, this ache makes us susceptible to finding chemistry 
with someone else.  And that chemistry—luv drugs—can cause us to do crazy 
things that seem like a good idea at the time, but… And while we’re under the 
influence, we do risky things—we make promises with our body that our heart      
and soul can’t keep.   

 
-In the hook-up world of 2021 we are tempted to offer ourselves in worship—not to 
the God of the universe who loves us—but to the little ‘g’ god of LUV who uses and 
discards us. If you worship this god—you will get hurt!  Follow this god very long, 
and you can hurt yourself in ways that may never heal.   
 

c. A few years ago, I asked some of the young singles here at The Olive Branch what 
the whole dating scene was like in the 21st century.  The answers ranged from scary 
and confusing – to “…it feels like you’re being slowly decapitated!”   
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-My goal this morning is to expose the tricks and lies of the little ‘g’ LUV god that’s 
calling your name.  I truly believe that some of you are stuck in a luv story—that’s a 
little like the movie, Groundhog Day.  You’re re-living the same day again and again.  
The faces change, but the results are always the same.  
 
-For now, remember this; the little ‘g’ god of luv promises what it will not—and 
can not deliver!    
 

2. So, let’s talk about what LUV really is.  The basic narrative for love, sex and marriage in 
2021 is that if you want to cure your loneliness and satisfy your most basic urges, you need 
to find THE one—that special person you were made to fall in love with; your soulmate.  
The right one!  

 
-This myth is at the core of most Disney movies—and, to be honest, most Hallmark 
movies—and it’s the theme song for most dating websites. You find the right person 
—your one true love, your soulmate, fall in LUV, and then live…happily ever after.   
  

 -The right person myth goes like this:  If I find and marry the right person, everything 
will be all right. The key word in this whole LUV thing—is FIND.  Another word would be 
ATTRACT.  In some cases, the right word would be LURE—okay, you don’t like that—let’s 
stick with attract!  

 
a. Here’s the way LUV generally works in our culture.  When a person who is looking 

for the right person goes shopping—and finds an attractive someone who is also 
looking for the right person—Bam! Fireworks!  There’s even a soundtrack: A-a-attt 
last, my lonely days are gone…!” “There she was just a-walkin’ down the street, 
singin’ do wah-diddy, diddy dum diddy do.”  It’s…him!  It’s…her! I met the right 
person—now everything’s going to be okay!  

 
-Know how they know it’s the right person?  Love drugs.  CHEMISTRY!  Ohhhh!  
We just talk for hours—and I just can’t keep my mind off him—and he can’t 
keep his…mind…and other things…off me! 
 
-Chemistry is amazing stuff.  So two people get together—and they’re in love,      
and, and, and…  Movies tell us what to do—right?  It’s intimacy. Two people get 
together—and because they’re made for each other—and intimacy increases.   
The sales pitch for intimacy is, “Well, you never buy a car without a test drive!”   
Because they’re the right person—everything will be fine!”   
 

b. When you’re on love drugs, the key feeling is:  No one has EVER loved like this 
ever before!  And couples make a lifelong commitment with their bodies and souls  
based on chemistry. And in most cases, chemistry is pretty much all they have.  

 
-They didn’t know about relationships—and how they work, because, see, when you 
have a soulmate, this right person will make the relationship work because, well… 
that’s why they’re the right person!  
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-When you ask someone who is deep in a chemistry experiment about how the 
Bible defines love; that love is patient, love is kind, it does not envy or boast it   
is not proud, rude, self-seeking or easily angered and keeps no record of 
wrongs—people think, “check, check, check, check, double check…of course!   
  
-It’s like you’re describing our relationship! Love will keep us alive!  Love…love 
will keep us together…!  But when they get together or get married—they begin to 
have problems. Not chemistry problems—relational problems. Guess what begins  
to suffer?  Chemistry. That place that was once so magical and filled with passion 
begins to cool off—and die. Guys think, “Well, if we just had more sex, that would fix 
things!” Girls say, “That’s not how it works!”   
 
-What’s confusing for both is that this chemistry—this part that made the other 
person, the right person—isn’t working. Why?  Because great relationships have     
to be built.   
 

c. The saga continues.  Sometimes, one person in the relationship—usually the 
woman--has an idea.  “I know what will make us closer--let’s have a baby!”  That’s 
brilliant!  Let’s bring another life into this screwed up  relationship!  The guy says, 
“That’ll require sex—that’s a great idea!”   

 
-So, they have the baby—and suddenly, life is chaos. The girl thinks, “This is crazy  
—I’m doing all the work!”  The guy thinks, “Hey, I used to be first!  Now I’m like third 
or fourth!  And the chemistry is flickering.   
 
-So one day the guy or the girl is at work—and guess who they meet!  The right 
person!  And he thinks—or she thinks—“I know what’s wrong with my marriage      
—I married the wrong person—and now I’ve met the right person!” And unless     
the thinking changes—they’ll do the same thing they did the first time around—and 
expect different results. That’s how LUV goes almost every day in our world!  
 

3. And I want so much for you to know—it doesn’t have to be that way! Relationships can 
go well, and be fulfilling and satisfying—and work!  If want to watch the RIGHT PERSON 
myth as entertainment, that’s fine but please don’t believe that any of it reflects reality, 
cause it doesn’t. Just sayin’! 

 
 -Now.  Here’s what you need…NEED to know. Write it down. LUV is the cheap imitation    

of what God intended to fill the human heart.  If you fall for the imitation—guess what 
happens?  You get cheated out of the real thing. LUV –chemistry doesn’t…cannot… 
provide the stability necessary for lasting relationships.   

  
a. Love, attraction, chemistry is a gift—not a god. It you offer sacrifices to the little “g” 

god of LUV you’ll get way more pain than pleasure. There’s actually a technical term 
for falling madly, passionately in love.  A psychologist, Dorothy Tennov, coined the 
term limerence 50 years ago. Listen to some of the characteristics: 

 
*Not being able to concentrate on anything other than this person you’re in luv with. 
 
*You put this person on a pedestal (I only have eyes for you!) 
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*Agonizing over whether or not they feel the same way about you 
 
*Your heart pounds, you lose your appetite—and you feel a rush of pleasure when 
you’re with them, they notice or touch you. 
 

b. The chemical reason for limerence—CRAZY LOVE—is dopamine—the body’s 
natural pleasure drug. Their love makes you feel better than you’ve ever felt!   

 But, BUT it’s a sword with 2 edges; rejection can cause an emotional, physical  
 and spiritual train wreck.  
 

-And there’s another problem; an in dopamine—the feel amazing drug can bring 
about a decrease in serotonin. Know what serotonin is? It’s the chemical that 
helps us make wise decisions. When you look at history—that explains a LOT!  
When we look at our history—it explains a lot! 
 

c. Now here’s what you need to know—limerence—luv drugs last anywhere from  
 18 to 36 months—and then they burn out. If the chemistry lesson has moved into  

you really knowing and still loving each other—then your relationship moves into   
a deeper and less disruptive stage. The honeymoon is over, and the marriage  can 
begin. 

 
4. The messy stuff we’re going to get into is what happens when LUV becomes a little ‘g’ god 

that runs our lives. I’ve spoken before on the story of David and Bathsheba—so I know 
some of you are familiar with it. David was supposed to be in battle with his men; instead, 
he’s walking on the roof in the late afternoon—and sees Bathsheba bathing naked on the 
roof next door.   

 
-Remember what happens when we’re on luv drugs? That part of us that thinks straight  
—that can foresee what will happen is driving under the influence. And LUV runs David’s 
credibility right into the guardrails. He tries to cover up what happened by having his     
good friend, Bathsheba’s husband—put in a place where he gets killed—then marrying 
Bathsheba. But God knows what happened, and Nathan, the prophet recording David’s life 
confronts him. To David’s credit—he owns his sin and repents. 
 
a. Remember limerence--that when LUV is running the show, you’re not thinking 

straight?  What parents don’t realize is that their kids follow in the footsteps they 
thought they’d covered up. David’s sons learn from their Dad that if you want 
something, just take it.   

 
-Scene two—just two chapters later Prince Amnon, David’s oldest son—wants a 
girl—a princess—who happens to be his half-sister, Tamar. LUV—more precisely, 
LUST is in the air. He finds a way to get her into his room—and then rapes her—and 
wrecks her life. The irony of his version of LUV is that once he gets what he wants, 
he can’t stand the sight of her.   
 

b. Scene three—Tamar has a brother, Absalom who sees Amnon disgrace Tamar, his 
sister, and ruin her life out of pure lust. Two years later, he gets revenge. He invites 
Amnon to a kind of family picnic. Before they’ve even passed the potato salad, 
Absalom murders Amnon. I’m guessing that Amnon never thought his LUV would 
land him dead, lying in a pool of blood in the middle of a family picnic.   
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d. Scene four. Well—it doesn’t end there. Because of his failure, David had lost the 
moral authority in his family and over time, Absalom conspires against David as king.  
Remember the lesson he learned? If you want something, take it. The next 6 
chapters tell about his attempt to take out his Dad and take over the kingdom. 

     
-The last snapshot of Absalom is him hanging by a tree by his hair with a javelin 
through his heart. David is consumed with grief, bawling his eyes out; Oh my son 
Absalom, my son, my son! If only I had died instead of you! 
 

e. Scene five. Solomon, son of David and Bathsheba decides that he will do an end run 
on the whole LUV problem.  He takes 1000 women as wives, and their little ‘g’ gods 
lured him into worshipping a whole bunch of little ‘g’ gods.  It’s the limerence LUV 
DRUGS chemistry lesson; when you’re running on that stuff, you don’t think 
straight!  People—even the wisest man in the world thinks, “I can dabble a little bit 
—and I’ll be fine!”   

 
5. Now, you may be thinking, “Come on, Ken!  I don’t have a thing for the woman or guy 

next door, I’m not going to rape a half-sister, I don’t have a plan for revenge—or a 
coup planned, and I most CERTAINLY don’t have any plans for multiple husbands or 
wives! I agree. What we do have in common—is limerence.   

 
 -Last week I talked about how 4 of my heroes in ministry have gone down. I’ve thought 

about them, grieved about them, asked Why?  I’ve heard them all speak, read their books, 
and heard them speak forcefully against the kinds of stuff they did.  Here’s what I know, 
LUV and the stuff it brings into your life is extremely deceptive and addictive. Ultimately, it 
will take you down a path you NEVER thought you’d be on.   

 
-Write this down somewhere: Playing the game of LUV in our world is progressive in 
nature. Most people don’t take a swan dive into some cess pool; like the Covid-19 virus—it 
starts really small. Invisible, really.   
 
-Jesus, in talking about lust—a close relative of LUV, said, “The only way to stop this stuff 
is radical surgery!  He says, “Wouldn’t it make sense to give up something you kinda like 
rather than ending up in a hell of a life?   
 
a. I’ll tell you where it all starts; it’s thinking to yourself, “Gee, what the authors of        

the Bible had to say about love, sex and marriage seems so antiquated—so far 
removed from the real world of 2021—why would I even think of following    
that kind of advice?”  

 
 -So, let’s just say what we’re really thinking. “God, you don’t live here, so you don’t 

know how hard this is. So I’m just going to put you in the background—and we’ll 
catch up later after I get what I want!  After all, you have to forgive me cause you 
said you would!” And when you do that, you’ve just turned LUV into the little ‘g’ god 
you will serve. 
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b. Think about what makes something an idol, a little ‘g’ god in our lives.   
 
 *First, it holds the place of worth in  your life—worth-ship. To value what luv 

demands more than what God has to say makes it clear who’s calling the shots       
—right?   

 
 *Second, we all make sacrifices. What we make sacrifices or gives clarity to whether 

we’re serving God—or some little ‘g’ god. See, we all make sacrifices—what’s 
different about us is where we make them. LUV demands sacrifices. Sometimes the 
sacrifices aren’t immediate or obvious. I had a really close friend—pastor, leaders, 
friend, Dad, grandfather—who was privately serving the little ‘g’ god of LUV—but 
was doing it on credit. What you pay for on credit ultimately sends a bill collector—
and the secrecy is over and you have to pay for the past in present and future 
currency.   

 
 *Another sign of a little ‘g’ god is what you’re willing to flip God off for; that is, 

choosing the companionship of another little ‘g’ God—like LUV—over the 
companionship of God. The prophets called this spiritual adultery; that is, we make 
our formal promises to God to get what we want, and sneak around in the shadows 
with other lovers.   

 
 *Another sign that you and I are serving a little ‘g’ god is where we are willing to 

compromise our conscience. That is, do something that serves our drives for intimacy 
and sexual satisfaction that we know is wrong.  

    
 *So why?  Well, it’s another sign of serving a little ‘g’. We put our hope in luv—or in 

prosperity, success or something else—believing the lies it tells us that it will be 
SO worthwhile!  The truth is that you and I get ripped off. All we get in return for our 
service is a little bit of pleasure—and a lot of pain.   

 
c. Maybe the biggest deal in worshipping the little ‘g’ god of LUV is that this worship or 

addiction—whatever you want to call it—elevates the gift way beyond the GIVER.  
See, in creating us, God gave us the capacity to be deeply connected with another 
person. It’s hard at first—but over time, it teaches us how to really love, and makes 
us into soul-mates. God gave the amazing gift of sexual pleasure—and, like any 
dangerous thing—like fire—put some high boundaries around it.   

  
 -When you cheap out and blow off what God has to say about love, sex and 

marriage—to find love, sex and possibly marriage—you’ve said with your life, 
“God, I love the gifts you give. M-m-m-m—good!  But I really don’t respect you or 
any of the prophets you’ve sent, including your son. I want what you offer—but I 
really don’t want you messing around in my love life!” 

 
d. Now, here’s the irony for us humans—especially those of us who have at least had 

some contact with the idea of God. Knowing who He is and what He knows—most 
people really want His blessing on their marriages and families. I’m guessing that no 
one listening to me would want to flip off the blessing of God—even if you don’t fully 
understand it. He has the love and kindness of the best Dad—and the wisdom of 
Heaven.   
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-So, let me ask; why would anyone flip this off for a short run with the little ‘g’ god 
of LUV?  How many of you think LUV—this little ‘g’ god of attraction, being desirable, 
sex, hooking up, serial dating, moving from one person to the next—has much of 
anything to do with God and his plan for companionship and intimacy? 
 
-So, why would you want the blessing of Heaven on your marriage—and go to the 
other side for advice on something that could make you really happy and fulfilled   
—or wreck your life and your happiness?   
 

6. Now, there are two passages from the Bible I want to look at as we close. In 2021, the little 
‘g’ god of luv pretty much always has a sexual component to it. That’s what makes it so 
attractive and addictive—and also what makes it such a dangerous game to play. 

 
-Paul spoke to Corinth about this—a culture that, if you can believe it,  was way more 
sexualized than North America. Corinth was the Las Vegas of the ancient world. What 
happened in Corinth stayed in Corinth. Their philosophy was, “food is for the stomach… 
the stomach is for food. Translated?   
 
“Sex is an appetite…period. You satisfy it just like you do hunger or thirst. Sex is only 
physical!  And Paul says, that’s where you’re wrong! Flee from sexual immorality. All 
other sins a person commits are outside the body, but whoever sins sexually, sins 
against their own body. Do you not know that your bodies are temples of the Holy 
Spirit, who is in you, whom you have received from God? You are not your own; you 
were bought at a price. Therefore honour God with your bodies. 
(1 Corinthians 6:18-20 NIV) 
 

 -In the verses before this, Paul writes truth that you’ll never hear from the little ‘g’ LUV god 
in 2021. Sex with a person makes you one with that person. And it’s not the same as any 
other appetite. Sex connects people soul to soul—which is why when a child is molested  
or a woman is raped it goes so profoundly deep that they many times won’t tell anyone.   
It’s not like having your lunch stolen!   

 
 -To ignore that fact to worship the little ‘g’ god of LUV is crazy—because it affects your 

soul. We say dumb things about this; you know, like, “You never buy a pair of shoes without 
trying them on.” Try telling someone you plan to marry that you’ve tried on so many men 
—or women—you’ve lost count.  See if that makes a difference. See, they know that 
those kinds of memories don’t go away—and that they will be compared to all those 
other people!   

 
So, let me tell you about some of the things you may not think of if you decide to pursue the 
little ‘g’ god of LUV as it’s suggested every minute of every day by our culture.   
 
a.  The first issue is that right now—your present and what you’re doing will create a 

past. The past has this really weird way of showing up in the future—when we’re no 
longer high on love drugs. The memories don’t settle down and go away—and 
neither do the memories of those you’ve worshipped the little ‘g’ god of LUV with.   

 
b. Something else. Let’s say you’ve thrown yourself into this lifestyle that everyone says 

is “normal.” Most people would agree that faithfulness in marriage is a really big deal.   
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 If you practiced absolutely no self-control before you married, why would you think 
that dressing up really nice and saying I DO will change that?  

 Clue phone: It doesn’t!   
 
 -The ruts in the road created by worshipping the LUV See, we all know that the ruts 

we find ourselves in god are really, REALLY hard to stay out of!  Every marriage    
I know of has moments—and sometimes months where two people think, “I’ve made 
a bad mistake! I’ve married the most annoying, difficult person on the planet!”     

 What happens when the luv drugs wear off and you have to leave the childish   
ways behind you?   

 
c. Another factor I think we need to talk about. It’s the role that deception plays. Think 

about it: how many of you think that when a person puts their profile on a dating 
website, they tell the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth?  

  
-It’s like this woman who wrote in to an advice column saying, “I met this guy on a 
dating website and he’s coming to see me. I told him that I’m 32 with no kids—when 
I’m 39 with 2 kids.   
 

 -It appears to me, an outsider, that when it comes to finding the right person in 2021 
that there’s some bait and switch that goes on. I’m a fisherman and I do that all the 
time! I dangle a lure out there, hoping that a great fish will grab it—and instead of 
eating—he’ll get eaten.     

 
-So, here’s the question—If you catch a guy by having the hottest body, or if you 
catch a girl by having the “package”—the job, the look, the car, the body—how 
do you keep them?   
 
-See, love that lasts isn’t ultimately about how cool you are, how hot you are, how 
available you are, how much you own, or how desirable you are—or even how smart 
and talented you are. If what you really want is true LOVE—unconditional 
commitment and depth and faithfulness and truth-telling and loyalty and affection     
—you are not likely to find it in the LUV section of Craig’s list or some bar.   
 

7. One of the things I’ve learned as I’ve worked on this whole series; You can’t just get rid of 
the little ‘g’ gods that ultimately disappoint you, rip you off and break your heart. We are 
attracted to and worship these gods for a reason—because of needs and deficits we have.  

  
-And LUV takes the good gifts that God has given us of love, attraction, intimacy and sex 
and turns them into ultimate things—to be worshipped, adored, and sacrificed to. What we 
don’t realize is that we are sacrificing our future happiness, love and connection for a cheap 
substitute.   
 
-And if we’re not careful we can end up with a long, hard, depressing tour of duty to a 
person we should’ve never made promises to. What we really want is LOVE—not LUV--
and God is the only source of that!  You don’t usually find love by baiting some hook with 
LUV.  After his description of LUV, Paul describes what everyone is looking for 7 chapters 
later: 
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Love is patient, love is kind. It does not envy, it does not boast, it is not proud.  
It does not dishonour others, it is not self-seeking, it is not easily angered, it keeps 
no record of wrongs.  Love does not delight in evil but rejoices with the truth.   

It always protects, always trusts, always hopes, always perseveres.  
(1 Corinthians 13:4-7 NIV) 
 
a. Even though this description of love is read at a lot of weddings, you won’t find it on 

e-Harmony.com—or on The Bachelor or The Bachelorette or in Vogue or any of 
the cool websites.  Here’s what I know—everyone wants this kind of love—and 
wants this love to replace the sizzle of luv drugs. The luv drugs do wear off, you 
know.   

 
 -And when the ride is over, you want someone who will be patient with you—and not 

push you into their dream for your career, body and life. You want someone who is 
kind—because, see, unkind leaves relational scars that never heal.   

 
-We want someone to love us in ways that are not rude or arrogant—someone how is 
man enough or woman enough to say, “I was wrong—please forgive me!” Everyone 
wants unconditional love that believes the best and love that doesn’t use the past 
to flog you with. And we all want love that never fails.   
 

b. But here’s the deal; if you work by the right person myth, that will never happen.  
You know, like all you have to do is keep dating and hooking up and someday the 
right person who knows how to love like that will end up in your arms. In his book, 
Love, Sex and Marriage, Andy Stanley tells the story of a young woman in his 
church who came to that painful realization. I want to close with that story. 

 
 -She was raised to love and follow Jesus. But when she left home, she immersed 

herself in the single, young adult culture of dating.  She said, “I didn’t stop believing 
in Jesus—I just put it on the back-burner and didn’t invite Jesus to go on any of my 
dates.” 

 
-Well, one night she went to this gathering and met a guy that she describes as, the 
total package. I mean, he was good looking, serious about work, a great personality 
and sense of humour—everything she wanted!  As she listened to him talk, she 
realized that he was a believer in Jesus—and committed to living out his faith 
wherever he was—work, dating, everything.   
 
-This guy brought back all kinds of memories—and when she went home for the 
weekend, she told her Mom all about him, that he was all she was thinking about and 
what he was like, that he was a serious believer—on and on—and she hoped maybe 
she’d see him again… Finally her Mom turned to her and said, “Sweetheart, the 
problem is…a guy like that is not looking for a girl like you!”   
 
-That statement went straight to her soul—and she dissolved on the floor in a puddle 
of tears. She knew her Mom loved her and wasn’t being cruel; she was being 
truthful. She said, “That day was a defining moment; it was a day when 
everything changed—my values, the way I dated, my friendships—I took a whole 
new direction with me life. 
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b. You understand, right?  It’s not about finding the right person—it’s about 
becoming the right person. Andy Stanley puts it brilliantly; Are you who the 
person you’re looking for…is looking for? Most of you, if you’re dating, have        
a list of must haves.  I have looked at a lot of lists—and most of them had things   
like honesty, kindness, character, and a sense of humour on them.  

 
 -So, who are you looking for? Someone who actually has a center line down their 

highway? One that doesn’t dance to everyone else’s opinions?  Someone who 
doesn’t try to anaesthetize themselves with booze, drugs or sex when they’re in 
pain?  You have to ask, “Where are they getting their love lessons—and where     
am   I getting mine?”  

 
8. Will you become the person you’re looking for…is looking for? It’s your best chance at 

success—and if you ask Him, God will stand behind you. If you ask Him, He will replace  
the cheap little ‘g’ god of LUV with real LOVE. He will give you His power to love.  

 What will happen is that you will become less and less attracted to person’s who don’t  
 really know how to love—and more and more attracted to people who do. 
 
 And as you ask God to change you—whether or not you’re married—or never plan to marry, 

He will transform the way you think—and transform you!   
 


